activity.
The first location produced two large (X-class) flares during the period covered by our observations. The second location had larger magnetic shear than the first but produced only small (M-and C-class) flares during our observations. We study the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field in relation to the large flares in the first location. On the basis of the available data we suggest that these changes made the flaring possible, and we develop a scenario that can explain the origin of the magnetic free-energy that was released in these flares.
Subject headings:
Sun: flares --Sun: magnetic fields --Sun: X-rays, gamma rays
INTRODUCTION
An outstanding problem in the physics of the outer layers of the Sun is the physical mechanism that builds up magnetic free energy and releases it in solar flares. Heyvaerts et al. (1977) , in which a current sheet forms as a result of the action of new flux against preexisting flux; magnetic shear spawned a variety of flare scenarios based on the sheared arcade (e.g., Sakurai 1989) or a twisted loop (e.g., Spicer 1981) . Other studies suggested that flares arise from the interaction between loops in adjacent active regions (e.g., Machado 1987) . Recently two particular features have been related to the occurrence of major flares:
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970005489 2019-10-20T08:17:25+00:00Z according to Lekaetal.(1993) anddela Beaujardiere, Canfield, & , thelocations ofvertical currents derived fromphotospheric vectormagnetograms arecloseto flare kernels; andDemoulin, Henoux, & Mandrini (1992) suggest thatmagnetic "separatrices" arethelocations where flares originate. Manyof theabove-mentioned characteristics andmodels appear, at firstsight, asunrelated, andsome aremutually exclusive fromatheoretical standpoint. There isnocompelling evidence thatallflares, of allmagnitudes andvarious spatial andtemporal behavior, must share thesame configuration of themagnetic fieldandidentical process to buildupmagnetic freeenergy. Moreover, somedisparate cases havebeen observed in which it seems thatnosingle model mayapplyto all stages of theobserved flares. Therefore, wemustkeep an open mindandaccept thatsimilar basic plasma processes for energy storage andrelease mayoccurthatleadto various kindsof flaresin several different magnetic configurations (Gaizauskas 1989) . Weneed toexamine manycases in detail forestablishing theways anactive region maydevelop to a flare-prone situation, andtoextract therelevant properties of themagnetic field.
In thispaper wewill nottry to single outa "cause" or a particular scenario forallflares. Rather, ourgoals inthispaper areto analyze (1)howtheinterpretation ofa setofobservationsmayindicate magnetic free-energy buildup, and(2)how theobservations mayindicate thelikelihood ofoccurrence ofa particular typeofflare. Also, wecompare themagnetic structureofflaring andnonflaring parts ofanactive region toassess theroleofvarious properties related to flaring. In particular westudy theshearing ofthefield, andthelarge vertical electric currents, thatdidnotlead toflaring.
Westudyobservations of thevector magnetic fieldof the active region AR6555 fortheperiod1991 March23-26, performed atMSFC. These dataaresupplemented bywhite-light andsunspot structure andposition fromtheDebrecen Observatory.Earlierstudyof thisregion, duringthesame time period, byAmbastha, Hagyard, & West (1993) concentrated on thecharacteristics oftheobserved "shear" through theoverall region. Ourpresent studyuses similar databutconcentrates ondifferent aspects concerning thefieldtopology, thedevelopment ofelectric currents, andthedevelopment ofmagnetic free energy thatmay power theflares intheactive region.
In thenext sections wewill describe thebasic structure and parameters oftheactive region andflaring westudy. Then we willdescribe theobserved sunspot motions, andtheevolution of thecoarse structure of thepotential fieldthatis inferred fromthe vector magnetograms. Figure  1 (Plates 12-13), which shows the main sunspots of the region labeled for future reference.
The Flaring
In the days preceding our observations flares of M-and C-class occurred, and also an X-9.1 event occurred on March 22 at 22.45 UT. Most of these flares were located in the leading complex around P3 and N6, and some of them were quite extended (see Ambastha et al. 1993 As shown in the previous figures, these included spots share the same penumbra of the main negative spots. The most significant included polarity related to the flares observed in this period, IPI, is associated with the spot P1. The included polarity IP1 has moderate field of only~1100 G (at the beginning of the period). The large-scale pattern of the field is dominantly negative polarity of the west of the MPIL, and essentially positive to the east. This is the expected pattern in this cycle and hemisphere, but it is somewhat atypical in that the trailing flux of AR 6555 is highly concentrated while the leading flux is very spread out. A diagram showing how the coarse large-scale configuration may be described is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 2 shows the basic evolution of the structure of the longitudinal field during these days. The strip of positive polarity, IP1, as seen on March 23 and 24, broke in two parts (IPla and IPlb) between the last observation on March 24 and the first on March 25 (at 13:57 UT). The break was at the southeastern-most point, and this location changed from being part of IP1 (positive polarity) into being part of the main trailing sunspot (negative polarity). This change cannot be explained by projection effects, because the region is not far from central meridian (and close to disk center), and because of the direction of the transverse field (almost perpendicular to the region displacement on the disk between the two days). The basic structure in this part of the active region remained unchanged through March 25 and 26, but the spot P1 associated with one of these fragments (IPla) drifted away relative to the main negative spots until it finally detached from the common penumbrae.
The first large flare near this location (on March 25) occurred close to the time of the splitting of IP1; a precise timing is not possible because these events occurred during the of each long-lived umbra in the course of 6 days, some averaging and smoothing was performed to show the sunspot trajectories. We fitted cubic splines to the mean positions of the umbrae at 12:00 UT on each observing day. Figure 4a gives the trajectories of the individual umbrae in AR 6555 that were clearly observed for at least 2 days. In this paper we designate the umbrae in a way resembling the one used in Ambastha et al. (1993) , namely, the leading polarities (positive) are indicated by a prefix P and the following (negative) by a prefix N. Arrowheads represent the position of a g_ven umbra, and its direction of motion, at 12:00 UT every day. The contours in Figure 4b correspond to the umbrae and penumbrae, with heliographic coordinates corrected for differential rotation.
These contours show the morphological changes in the active region during 1991 March 21-26.
AT 6555 was dominated by the large complex NI of irregularly shaped, old following-polarity umbra dissected by several light bridges. This complex moved eastward slowly with respect to the local standard rotation as is characteristic of old spots. (This eastward motion is not shown in the figure, where all motions are referred to those of the N1 complex.) The most significant changes occurred in the eastern part of the group, where a new pair of polarities (P1-N2) appeared on March 21 in an almost N-S alignment. This new dipole moves to the west as is usual for new spots, and its northernmost part, N2, moves toward the similar polarity old umbra NI. The southernmost part of the new dipole, the included polarity P1, emerged within the southeast penumbra of the old spot NI. This spot grew with a rapid westward motion in the first days, and later moved southward, until it finally detached completely from N 1 (on March 26). The other included spot, P2 located to the northwest of N2, also displayed westward motion but of smaller magnitude.
On the western side of NI spot, N5 and P3 moved significantly: umbra N5 with rapid westward direction; P3 with shows the umbrae's positions, and panel B shows the intensity contour shapes reduced to the heliographic Carrington System. Many of the small umbrae whose displacement is shown here were not labeled before, and one of these umbrae to the South of N 1displaces crossing the path of the spot P 1. umbrae to the south of Nl also take part in this westward flow.
As Figure  4a shows, the trajectory of the spot N7 crosses that of P1, but N7 moves to the west of P1, and the two spots never approach each other.
The full detail of the sunspot motions is given here because it is a critical test for understanding the magnetic field evolution and the scenario that we address in the discussion.
THE INFERRED COARSE POTENTIAL FIELD
We computed the coarse potential field that corresponds to the observed vector fields by averaging the measurements over 4 x 4 pixels (i.e., about 11" x 11"). Averages made over 2 x 2 pixels show no significant differences for our present discussion.
Since our fields of view differ for all the dates con- For the potential field of the 26th, the null remained more or ._Contour levels for the electric current density corresponding to the observations shown in Fig. 2 . The solid lines correspond to upflowing currents and the short-dash lines correspond to downflowing current. The long-dash lines correspond to the polarity inversion lines. This map was obtained by smoothing the original data by averaging over 2 x 2 pixel (~4000 x 4000 km 2)areas. The current contour levels start at + 4 mA m -2 and are separated by 8 mA m -2.
cai current with the "magnetic shear" shown by Ambastha et al. (1993) On March 26, before the second X-class flare, current system A had simplified into two strip currents: one upflowing in the north, the other downflowing in the south. These strips were located between N1 and the now fully detached PI. The intensity of this current system had severely decreased, consistently with the decrease in the "shear index" at this location. Current system B continued its trend of evolution; the northernmost portions decreased and fragmented, while the southernmost portion enhanced and organized. At this time the remnants of system C were barely visible above the noise.
Comparing the sunspot motions and the vertical currents, it is evident that they coincide, and are well related to the observed transverse field pattern (e.g., see The flow, transverse field, and vertical current patterns that Fontenla & Davis (1991) propose are quite different: a maximum of the current density at the inversion line, at the location of maximum velocity, and much weaker and spreadout return currents at both sides. This pattern is much closer to the observed, although the maximum current and horizontal velocity are not exactly at the longitudinal field inversion line, but are offset toward IPI (later IPla). The return currents are not observed, probably because they are masked by noise due to their more spread-out distribution.
MAGNETIC FREE-ENERGY BUILDUP
The buildup of free-magnetic energy in the upper atmospheric layers can be studied by computing the work clone by the Lorentz force at the photospheric layers. This quantity corresponds to the Poynting vector at the photosphere (see Krali & Trivelpiece 1973) and gives an upper limit to the rate of magnetic free-energy buildup. The part that is available for flaring is stored above the photosphere in the form of fieldaligned currents, without being dissipated or dispersed.
In the following, for simplicity, we will neglect the angle of the line of sight respect to the vertical.
The power upflow can be computed from the magnetic field and the electric current that give rise to the Lorentz force, and the plasma velocity.
From our observations we can only deduce horizontal velocities, Vh, and vertical electric currents, J_. Vertical velocities and horizontal currents are undetermined by our observations. Consequently the full power supplied cannot be found. From our data, however, we can obtain one of the components of this power. We also indicate the electric currents that correspond to the distortions of the field. Fig. 6 , and the corresponding transverse (practically horizontal} magnetic field. The contours correspond to the longitudinal field levels of + 100 and + 1000 G. The forces computed correspond precisely to the total transverse component of the Lorentz force only at the locations where the longitudinal field vanishes. Wherever a longitudinal field component is present there may be another component to the transverse Lorentz force due to the product of the longitudinal field with the transverse electric current (that is unknown}. The longitudinal component oftbe Lorentz force is unknown, and is due to the product of the transverse components of the field and the current. buildup that precedes flaring in current system A cannot be used to forecast later activity. The second flare may result from energy stored in the layers at and/or above the photosphere until it was released 1 or 2 days later. The energy for the first flare can also be inferred from the observed large vertical electric currents, but the currents decayed so much by the time of the second flare that they cannot be considered consistent indicators of flare probability.
FIG. 7.--Arrows showing the Lorentz force component that results From the longitudinal (practically vertical) electric currents in
It is surprising that the high energy buildup in the active region, although insufficient for a major flare, occurs precisely at the location where the flares erupt, and occurs just before the first flare. The observed buildup may be just the residual of a much more important energy storage occurring at deeper layers, or through horizontal currents that cannot be observed with present instrumentation.
The observations indicate that material emerges from deeper layers to the east of the spot NI; it flows around the south side of spot N1 and shears the field. Then the displacements stop; consequently the material must disappear by submerging somewhere to the southwest of spot N1. The previous figure for energy buildup corresponds to stresses on the horizontal component (or more accurately the transverse component) of the field that produce a shearing of the same type as the observed transverse magnetic field pattern near the polarity inversion line. However, the emergence and submergence of material, if forced by pressure and gravity, respectively, distort the field in a way that corresponds to a buildup of horizontal currents. The work done in such distortions may be substantially larger than the one that we have determined above.
DISCUSSION
The magnetic field structures of whole flaring active regions often display large imbalance of the longitudinal field. In the present case this structure can be broadly described by an inclined dipole (Fig. 3) and does not change much in the 4 days we study. The significant changes that can be flare related occur in included polarities with a spatial scale of about 1' or smaller. Large localized electric currents are observed near the included polarities.
The observed total electric current is unbalanced in the earlier observations.
In the first part of this section we discuss which characteristics of these changes can be used to forecast flares. In the second part we discuss some scenarios for the magnetic freeenergy buildup that may account for flares. Finally, we study the amount of energy buildup indicated by the observations, and its implications for the buildup scenarios.
Flare Forecasts
The similarity between the X-ray light curve for the first (March 25 at 08:10 UT) and second large flare (March 26 at 20:35 UT) suggests very similar energy releases for the two flares. However, the magnetic configuration, magnetic shear, and electric currents are conspicuously different in both cases. This can only be explained by assuming that the observed photospheric vertical currents are not those directly responsible for the flaring.
Our data show that flare prediction based only on "magnetic shear" does not predict the time and location of large flares. The first of two large flares occurred not at the highest shear location but at a secondary location of decaying shear. The second flare, of similar yield, occurs in the same region at a time of even lower shear. These considerations are also valid for the magnitude of the vertical electric currents. The largest currents were at locations without significant flaring, and the current was low when the second flare occurred.
We find a remarkable change in the longitudinal field and the current pattern near the time and location of the first X-class flare. At this time, the longitudinal field changes its topology and a null of the potential field appears. The changes are related to motions of secondary sunspots. Also at this time, the electric current changes by decreasing and shifting away from the polarity inversion line and by becoming more balanced (see Table 3 ). Changes in the field and vertical currents are absent in the second flare, but instead sudden sunspot motions are observed.
We suggest that the existence of large vertical currents, emerging flux and sunspot motions, are all interrelated indicators of energy transfer from subphotospheric layers. However, the present observations are insufficient for assessing the amount of energy being transferred. To gain further insight we need to complement the observations with indicators of a vertical plasma velocity and horizontal electric current.
The existence of energy transfer does not determine that a large flare will occur, because the energy can just be dissipated or disperse. We suggest that another condition is required for the magnetic-energy storage, at least for some types of flares: unbalanced vertical current must exist near the polarity inversion line.
Our observations suggest that a flare is triggered when a magnetic null appears above the photosphere.
In our flares, the apparition of the null of the coarse potential field is accompanied by sudden a change in the vertical currents that implies related changes in the closing currents above the photosphere. These changes only indicate the onset of flaring activity, and the full release of the stored energy may occur throughout several flare events.
The existence of the magnetic null near the flaring location is very important. As shown by Fontenla (1993) , in regions near a null the plasma-beta is near or above unity so that large electric currents can be easily raised, such as the ones observed. These motions close to the null would lead to localized sheets of very large current density in which rapid dissipation may occur. Leka et al. (1993) , and de la Beaujardiere et al. (1993) considered flaring in a magnetic configuration similar to that of the flare models related to prominence eruption (e.g., Kuin & Martens 1986 ). This is clearly not the case in our flares because (1) the coarse structure of the field is quite different from a sheared arcade, (2) the vertical electric current is unbalanced and close to the polarity inversion line instead of a pair of opposite currents on both sides of the line, and (3) there is no filament signature in the Ha and Ca n data we examined.
Energy Buildup Scenarios
Thepartoftheactive region withthestrongest similarity to a sheared arcade was current system B (see Fig. 5 ) which had no large flares. The most conspicuous surging in Hcc (see Ambastha et al. 1993 ) was current system C, which had no large flares. Kurokawa (1987) reported Ha observations of sheared fields in two active regions: one with very large flares, similar to our system A; and another without large flares, similar to our system B. Kurokawa suggests that there are two types of sheared active regions, one associated with the "emergence of twisted magnetic flux ropes," and another resulting from the "collision between two sunspots of opposite polarities," as in our systems A and B, respectively. The emergence of material and the sheared field pattern in our region resemble those shown by Kurokawa.
However, we do not describe the situation in this way because for the observations we can only ascertain that the field is sheared but not that there are internally twisted flux ropes.
In our flares, at current system A, the magnetic configuration has a structure in which the field is distorted sideways as proposed by Fontenla & Davis (1991) for flare production. The observed horizontal motions, magnetic shear, and electric currents, and the derived Lorentz forces all coincide with the scenario of Fontenla & Davis (see sketch in Fig. 6b ). The flow pattern, on March 25-26, depicted in Figure 8 (see also § 3), results from the emergence of plasma and negative field east of the spot N1, and from the migration of the previous positive field toward the southwest. These motions are accompanied by shearing of the transverse magnetic field and by changes in the longitudinal field.
The Rate of Energy Buildup
The observations reveal important Lorentz forces at the layers where the magnetic field is measured.
The horizontal component of these forces can only be fully deduced from the observations close to the polarity inversion line. We find that this component is opposed to the observed horizontal motions. Therefore, these Lorentz forces are a reaction of pressuredriven horizontal plasma motions (note the smallness of inertial effects), and correspond to magnetic free-energy storage. Rough estimates based on the observed parameters give insufficient energy storage to account for the energy released in the flares.
However, the rate of energy buildup was high only at the location of the flare activity and just preceded the start of this activity. Thus, the weak observed energy buildup may be an indication of a stronger energy buildup. how both flares could arise from the same magnetic process, unless the observed vertical current's magnitude and distribution are not critical factors. This conclusion contrasts with most flare scenarios in which the vertical current plays a central role.
Horizontal currents are required by MHD theory because of the solenoidal condition of the electric current. Horizontal currents cannot be derived from available observations of photospheric fields, but their structure is critical for magnetic free-energy storage.
A probable solution for the puzzle of the free-energy storage is that it occurs mostly in the form of horizontal currents. Important energy buildup may be associated with the horizontal electric currents due to flow of material. Lorentz forces due to these currents have vertical and horizontal components that we cannot observe, but they can do the work needed. The formation of horizontal currents is naturally expected when plasma and field emerge. Also "emergence" will force "horizontal flows," and plasma will "subside" elsewhere. Thus, it is not possible to consider independently any of these three components of the overall flow pattern. The existence of vertical currents at the photosphere implies that horizontal currents must exist above the layers measured. Flares may be produced by a rearrangement of these currents, without change in the vertical currents at the photosphere. This process may release part of the self-and mutual-energy of the currents. These components can be interpreted in a circuit analogy, but in more realistic MHD they have to be more rigorously defined. Fontenla (1993) provides in his Appendix B such rigorous definitions valid in any full MHD case. In this paper Fontenla also develops the theory of current sheet buildup in a magnetic null configuration.
Our observations indicate a null in the flaring region. Therefore the observed photospheric motions are expected to produce current sheets. The collapse of such sheets can produce the rapid energy release in the observed flares. However, for modeling of the MHD processes taking place in these flares a two-dimensional approach is not realistic and a three-dimensional approach is needed. In the three-dimensional case horizontal electric currents can close consistently with vertical currents at a finite distance, and plasma flows can be treated consistently with mass conservation and gravity. Finally, we also note that the observed Lorentz forces pose problems for any attempt to construct force-free extrapolations of the observed field for assessing the magnetic freeenergy storage. These difficulties arise because we observe significant non-field-aligned current that do not fit into any force-free extrapolation.
The existence of these currents is logical because the observations correspond to photospheric layers where the plasma-beta is not very small (fl _ 1 for the observed field of 800 G at the polarity inversion line where the two flares occurred). For computing the magnetic field from the vector magnetic fields measured at the photospheric boundary we developed a scheme that takes into account not only the vertical, but also the horizontal components of the field. The use of the horizontal components partially compensates for the limited field of view and the lack of side and top constraints on the field. In theory, we would be able to define a unique potential function, _, that accurately describes the magnetic field in the current-free domain, by solving the equations
where Bs indicates the measured value of the field over the surface s that fully encloses the simply connected domain. In practice, however, the magnetograph field of view represents only a limited portion of the enclosing surface. The observed rectangular portion of the photosphere may be considered as the lower boundary of a parallelepiped, in which the normal component of the field is unknown at the sides and top. The potential field results from solving the equations
where Bp is the vector magnetic field measured at the photospheric level, that is, the lower boundary. These equations do not fully determine the potential field. The additional constraints at the sides and top of the domain are necessary to discriminate among the set of potential fields that satisfy the previous equations.
There have been several methods developed for computing the potential field from observations. Altschuler et al. (1977) assume that the normal component of the field is known at a closed spherical surface at the photosphere; a condition that the field is radial is imposed at an outer, "source," concentric spherical surface. This method resorts to a strong assumption regarding the radius of the "source" surface, and the fact that the field is purely radial there. Furthermore, measurements of the vertical field across the entire solar surface cannot be made at present, and this field is only inferred from synoptic observations over a full solar rotation. This method is well suited for studying the slowly varying global solar magnetic field configuration, but can hardly be justified for studying single dynamic active regions. Other methods for deriving the potential field resort to Fourier expansions; they assume periodic conditions at the sides of the domain. These conditions can hardly be justified because active regions do not repeat themselves. Usually the Fourier expansion methods assume that the field decreases exponentially at the upper boundary. This is also a very strong constraint that is not satisfied by a simple dipolar field, the simplest field representing many observed situations.
The method that we propose consists in using the observed transverse components in selecting between all the possible potential fields that satisfy the previous equations. For this we construct the potential field from a distribution of arbitrarily oriented dipoles that are located at a constant depth below the plane of the observations. This depth, H, is chosen to be sufficiently larger than the separation between observed pixels, in order to minimize the nonsmoothness that arise due to the discrete representation of the sources of the field. The magnetic field in the domaln is given by
and where the index i denotes each of the dipoles that are assumed to be the sources of the field. In our present calculations these dipoles are located beneath the center of each of the pixels (or rather of the group of observed pixels since we have performed some averaging). For our current calculations we have set H to be twice the separation between pixels, that is, H _ 22" and we find that this provides sufficiently smooth solutions to prevent sharp changes of the field in between the centers of the pixels. The three components of the dipole strengths are determined from the vector magnetic field data, but the horizontal components of the field are substantially noisier than the vertical. Moreover the observations of the horizontal field have an inherent ambiguity of 180°. Therefore, we performed an iterative procedure in which we initially assume that the dipoles have only vertical components. By inverting a linear system of equations we derive the magnitude of the dipoles such that the potential field would match the observed. This corresponds to solving 3H z -r?
Then, the vertical component of the source dipoles that was previously determined is used to compute the horizontal components of the potential field corresponding to the previous iteration. This horizontal potential field is compared with the observed. At each iteration the 180°ambiguity in the direction of the measured field is resolved by minimizing the angle between the observed and computed fields. Since the now determined horizontal components of the dipoles also affect the vertical field, the current iteration vertical component of the dipoles is found by solving the following equations Bz_-_ Dx_ 3Hxi'_r 5.. --_ D_ 3Hyi'jr 5., : _ Dz7 3H2 -r21r'
• I,J " I,.I i,j
The resulting three components of the source dipoles provide a potential field which accurately matches the observed vertical field, but whose horizontal field does not accurately match the horizontal fields.
After a few iterations in this procedure the mismatch in the horizontal fields decreases substantially, then remain unchanged. Most of our computations use a field of view of~232" x 174" represented by 20 x 15 pixels (corresponding to 80 x 60 pixels in the unsmoothed data). These computations were carried in a VAX computer and require considerable memory. Calculations were also carried using half of the previous smoothing, and with 40 x 30 pixels. The higher resolution calculations show more detail but no significant differences for the selected active region.
Our procedure was carefully tested by setting up artificial data derived for the field from a simple dipole source buried somewhere under the observation's plane. When the dipole source is located too far down compared with the size of the field of view, large errors in the estimate of the potential field occur at some height above the plane of observations.
When the source of the field is brought near the plane where we set up the dipoles for approximating the potential field, the artificial distribution of dipoles reduce to having only one dipole with the magnitude and orientation corresponding to the source of the actual field. In this case the approximation to the potential field converged to the real potential field with high accuracy. In all cases, when modeling the potential field with null error artificial data we obtained convergence to a reasonably approximate solution. We have modeled some artificial data in which electric currents were built in. The iterative procedure initially converges, but then it reaches a point where it ceases to converge. The residual rms departures of the estimated from the measured horizontal field depend on the currents; this residual is a measure of nonpotentiat behavior. In all calculations using artificial data we found that our method gave an overall structure of the field that behaved more like the real field than calculations using other methods, such as Fourier expansion, monopole distributions, or purely vertical dipole distributions. We conclude from these test calculations that an approximate potential can be set up by using the transverse components of the measured field. This procedure selects among the potential fields that match the measured longitudinal fields over the magnetograph field of view. The selection is not arbitrary but is based on the observed transverse fields. The potential field from our method can be obtained in all cases, has an overall structure that is reasonable, and, unlike other methods, is not much affected by the flux imbalance in the field of view.
APPENDIX B
THE EVOLUTION OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS
We derive the electric current density from magnetograms by using Ampere's law in its integral form, #o I, = _ B dl. The integration we use interpolates the vector transverse fields between each group of four adjacent pixels and assumes that the current is uniformly distributed within the enclosed area. This gives the vertical current density values Jz = 1JS, where S is the area of the enclosed surface, and the current density value is assigned to the center of the area. This determination gives only a lower bound on the current density, because a much larger current density may be highly localized within the pixel separation and produce the same result. However, the net unbalanced current within the resolution area is accurately derived from our estimates (except for errors in the transverse field measurement).
The determination of the electric current must resort to some scheme to resolve the 180°ambiguity of the direction of the transverse field. Our scheme assigns the direction of the observed transverse field in such a way that the angle between observed and potential fields is less than 90°. This criterion is somewhat arbitrary and implies an assumption on the upper bound of the magnitude of the electric current. Moreover, in highly sheared regions the application of the criterion produces a definite answer even in the case of an ambiguity between angles of 89°or -91°. In this last case, it is hard to make any local argument for selecting the lower absolute value of the angle. Another scheme to resolve the ambiguity, used by Gary & Demoulin (1993) for similar data, resulted in basicaUy the same electric current pattern (see their Fig. 2 ). This and the fact that similar patterns are observed when comparing different data sets gives us confidence in the significance of the patterns depicted by our Figure 5 .
Assuming an uncertainty in the transverse field of AB _ 100 G, the maximum noise level in our data can be estimated to be about (2AB,)/a_o) _ 10 mA m -2. However, the observations show that the actual noise level is~4 mA m-2. 
